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The Science & Technology of Materials, Interfaces, & Processing

I am pleased to serve as your
Chair of the Southern California Chapter of the American Vacuum Society for the
current term of 2 years. I
am looking forward to promoting the continued activity
and growth of the Chapter
which we have enjoyed under former Chair, Dr. Jeffrey
Lince.
Since 2007 I have been
working in the field of vacuum science for Mbar Technology, a manufacturer’s
representative company
founded by my father, John
Freeman, in 2001. Now, as a
recent MBA graduate and
officer of the company, I am
excited to watch how our
field will grow and change
over the coming years. Recent SCCAVS talks given by
Dr. Nathan Lewis of JCAP
and Ken Harrison of GNB
reveal that these changes will
be amazing for all of us to be
a part of.
The Chapter has also experienced much growth and is
very thankful for the active
committee members and
core supporters that have
either emerged or returned
in the past couple of years to
make all of our efforts
worthwhile. We are a committee of volunteers who are
determined to stay on top of
new trends in the field of

vacuum science, and present
opportunities for the Southern California technology
community to always be “in
the know”. We do this by
offering special events with
quality speakers on topics of
interest to you, and by putting together short course
programs that can help continue your education in the
field.
The SCCAVS is thrilled to
announce that this coming
Fall we will be holding an
equipment exhibition, short
course program, and student
symposium in Los Angeles in
partnership with the UCLA
student AVS Chapter. The
short course program will be
taught by AVS instructors on
diverse subjects including
Atomic Layer Deposition,
Reactive Sputter Deposition,
and a comprehensive course
on Surface Analysis., as well
as a one-day fundamentals
course in vacuum technology. A technical session on
Helium Leak Detection will
be offered as well.
Planned for October 3,
2012, the SCCAVS Equipment Exhibition will begin
registration for exhibitors on
a first come first served basis
in the following month. We
will also be accepting sponsorships for raffles and
more! Stay tuned for our
official announcement. Exhibit attendance will be FREE

Corinne D’Ambrosio will serve
as Chair of the SCCAVS for the
2012-2014 term

and we look forward to seeing you all there.
Additional upcoming events
include speaker dinner presentations on cutting edge
vacuum technologies by
EDDY company’s Wayne
Rogers, and founder of Ion
Beam Optics, Michael Fulton.
We are always interested in
your input for future dinner
meeting speakers, field trips,
and related events pertaining
to vacuum technology that
you feel would be of interest
to the greater community.
Please contact us any time
with your input and ideas.
Your feedback and participation is valuable to us and
helps us to serve you better
over the years to come.
Email: chair@sccavs.org
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Local Chapter Activities
“Vacuum Chambers: The Atmosphere of Excellence
Synopsis of presentation given by Ken Harrison & Thomas Dobler of GNB January 25, 2012
Jeffrey Lince
How could a metal box be exciting? This was the question posed to over 25 attendees
from diverse technical backgrounds over dinner at the Torrance Holiday Inn. We often
don’t think too much about vacuum chambers, since they are only a receptacle holding
what we are really interested in: our processes, coating depositions, surface analyses, and
spacecraft hardware diagnostics. However, the technology of vacuum chamber manufacture is continuously evolving, because their size and complexity continue to increase, while
their cost must be kept under control.
Ken Harrison President & CEO of GNB, and Thomas Dobler, Sales Manager of GNB gave
an enlightening presentation of recent advances in vacuum chamber design and manufacture. By the end of the evening, many of us would never take this subject for granted again.
Finite element analysis (FEA) is becoming increasingly important for designing large vacuum
chambers whose strength must be optimized while minimizing the amount of metal used in
their manufacture. Even for highly complex shapes, the result is lighter weight chambers,
with increased rigidity and reduced costs. In addition, heat transfer can be modeled, as well
as the effect of temperature on deflection and stress. As with any computational method,
garbage in means garbage out, so care must be taken to use correct restraints and assumptions, and to avoid overconfidence in numbers because of limitations in moving from the
design to the manufacturing process.

Upcoming Events
39th ICMCTF
April 23-27, 2012
San Diego, CA

FEA analysis showing static deflection of a vacuum chamber
SVC TechCon
April 30-May 3
Santa Clara, CA

Another advance is the use of waterjet cutting, utilizing a highly focused, high pressure
stream of water to machine chambers to fine tolerances, preparing their surfaces for welding. They use a 5-axis waterjet to machine surfaces to complex geometrical shapes. A significant advantage is that no heat is involved, so there will be no thermal stress in the material and the cut will be oxide free. In addition, using CAM, the precision of this technique
ensures that post-weld machining is not necessary.
A number of different types of welding processes are now used in vacuum chamber manufacture. TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welding is the standard process for critical vacuum
welds. Dual-Shield MIG (Metal Inert Gas) welding is used for structural welds. Friction Stir
Welding can be used for aluminum chambers. A problem with welding is the difficulty in
relieving stress at the weld seam, which can result in deformation of the chamber during
and following machining operations. A significant advance in this area involves vibrating the
hardware while it is being welded. Vibrating at frequencies that are 60% to 100% of the
resonance frequency provides stress relief.
(Continued on Page 5…)
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• AVS Short Courses offered by request through your local Chapter , taught by AVS National instructors. For details please contact
corinne@sccavs.org
• Your local Chapter is seeking corporate sponsors for our area
events like speaker dinners, field trips, and student sponsorships.
Please contact jeff@sccavs.org to inquire about opportunities.

Science Educator’s Workshop (SEW) Applications Now Being Accepted
AVS has conducted a two-day in-service workshop on low pressure experiments and modeling for middle and high school teachers since
1990. The workshop is accredited for CEU’s and is aligned with national science and mathematics standards. The Southern California
Chapter once again wishes to sponsor one local teacher to attend this year’s workshop to be held in Nashville, TN from October 31 to
November 1, 2011. For more information visit: http://www.avs.org/education.workshop.aspx
To apply please download application at www.sccavs.org or email corinne@sccavs.org

Continued from Page 3...

Vibratory stress relief prevents stress inherent in welding processes.

Traditionally, the vacuum chamber has no functionality: components are usually flanged onto it. This results in maximum flexibility.
However, integrating components including valves and baffles into a chamber can save money and often results in reduced size of
the overall system. Examples of such projects include a unique curved gate valve that followed the cylindrical chamber contours,
and a highly compact load lock system.
In the arena of ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), Harrison and Dobler discussed an innovation involving the use of a unique tensioning
mechanism for positioning metal gaskets on oversized flanges for UHV chambers. For UHV chambers, control of surface finish
(roughness) is also important. However, they discussed the misconception that smoother is always better. The smoothest surfaces are produced by electro-polishing, but this can introduce contaminants into the metal. In fact, such a fine surface finish is
usually not necessary, since there is little difference in gas load between a #4 grained finish (Ra=30-60 µin) produced by sanding and
an electro-polished finish.
As a result of this surprisingly fascinating presentation, those of us that attended gained a new appreciation of the cutting edge
methods that are pushing the envelope in vacuum chamber design and manufacture.
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More Chapter Activities...

Astounding Inventions held at IVC January 28, 2012
Gene Monnin
Astounding Inventions is an invention fair highlighting handmade inventions by school children from the Irvine and Tustin School
Districts in kindergarten through eighth grade. The competition was established to promote student interest and learning in math
and science. It is held annually by the Irvine Valley College Foundation. This year marks Astounding Invention’s 25th annual convention. SCCAVS guest judges Gene Monnin of Coursen Coating Labs and Corinne D’Ambrosio of Mbar were on site January
28th, 2012 to give special awards to two lucky students who exhibit an interest in vacuum related fields.
1st Place ($100) was awarded to Meha Magesh, Grade 6, for her project, “Dangling Dynamo”. Miss Magesh’s project is an attempt
at delivering an efficient generator, after realizing the frictional force exerted on the moving parts of a generator render it less efficient. Therefore, she used two metal balls held by strong magnets to act as the center of the axis that are spinning freely to rotate
the rotor blades made of magnetic rods. The point of contact between the two metal balls being minimal, she has reduced friction
exerted on the rotor and the need for a strong external force to spin the rotor. She also points out that less friction means less
heat is generated. She claims a mild wind could turn the rotor using this design, and therefore she has increased the total efficiency
of the dynamo. In her research she specifically points out that placing the Dangling Dynamo in a vacuum chamber would also improve its efficiency, indicating a basic knowledge of atmospheric versus vacuum pressures and leading us to award her 1st prize for
her very unique project.
2nd Place ($50) was awarded to Olivia Zender, Grade 6, for her project titled, “P2E”. Miss Zender is a 6th Grade student in Mrs.
Phelps class at Springbrook. Her project caught our eye due to its overwhelming similarity to existing research being done by the
Joint Center for Artificial Photosynthesis (JCAP) under Dr. Michael Hecht at CalTech. While Miss Zender did not appear to have
any knowledge of JCAP’s specific attempts to create fuel from sunlight, she certainly did her research by consulting
www.physorg.com and finding that scientists are indeed interested in doing just that. The P2E project was conceived to solve the
worldwide energy crisis by providing a renewable energy source to power small electrical devices like cell phones, electric
toothbrushes, and small household appliances. The goal is to use energy created by photosynthesis in plants to create power, and
she even made a scale model of her proposed device! We hope she continues her research in the field of renewable energy, and
she may want to start here to look for ideas: http://solarfuelshub.org/
You will find some great images of the two winning projects below. For more information about Astounding Inventions or the IVC
visit: http://www.ivc.edu/foundation

1st Place Winner:
Meha Magesh, Grade 6
“Dangling Dynamo”

2nd Place Winner:
Olivia Zender, Grade 6
“P2E”

